Bipolar disorder is a complex illness, and multiple genes and environmental factors determine its pathogenesis. The reported heritability ranges from 60% to 85%,¹ ¹ which indicates that genes play a major role in pathogenesis of the disorder. However, environment is also important in bipolar disorder, which is shown by a concordance rate of only 40% to 70% in monozygotic twins.³

We recently reported the presence of a pro-inflammatory state of circulating monocytes in a considerable proportion of patients with bipolar disorder, reflected by the coherent expression of a set of 19 inflammation-related genes (the so-called PDE4B-associated pro-inflammatory gene expression signature) in their circulating monocytes. The inflammatory signature could also be found in the monocytes of a large proportion of offspring of patients with bipolar disorder and especially in children developing a mood disorder, showing that the pro-inflammatory state of monocytes precedes the actual mood symptoms.⁴ Our findings thus lend support to the theory that an activated inflammatory response system is a causal factor for mood symptoms in bipolar disorder. A role for an activated inflammatory response system in the etiology of mood disorders has been implicated previously and postulated as the "macrophage–T cell theory of depression" or the "inflammatory cytokine theory of depression."⁵ ⁶ ⁷

Our offspring study mentioned above also showed that the inflammatory state of monocytes (as evidenced by the positive pro-inflammatory signature) is familial, but the study could not differentiate between genetic and shared environmental factors.
that determine the inflammatory signature expression. Twin studies are needed for this particular distinction. We conducted a twin study to determine (1) the contributing part of genes and environmental factors to individual differences in signature expression and (2) to what extent the observed association of bipolar disorder with the inflammatory signature is due to the same genetic effects and environmental factors.

We performed quantitative polymerase chain reactions (Q-PCRs) of the 19 reported genes in the circulating monocytes of 18 bipolar monozygotic, 23 bipolar dizygotic, 18 healthy monozygotic, and 16 healthy dizygotic twin pairs. We adopted a formal genetic model-fitting approach, the structural equation modeling. This method is capable of quantifying genetic and environmental influences on the correlation between bipolar disorder and signature expression. Structural equation modeling has extensively been described and used in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.8–11

**METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

Outpatients with DSM-IV bipolar I or II disorder were recruited from an ongoing Dutch twin study on bipolar disorder described in detail elsewhere.7 In short, participants were twin pairs in which at least 1 twin had bipolar disorder. A DSM-IV diagnosis of bipolar disorder was made using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorders. Present mood states were evaluated via the Young Mania Rating Scale and the Inventory for Depressive Symptomatology. The index twins did not have a history of drug or alcohol dependency for at least 6 months, nor did they have a severe medical illness, verified through a medical history assessment.

In this study, 75 twin pairs were included: 41 bipolar twin pairs and 34 control twin pairs. Of the 41 bipolar twin pairs, 6 were monozygotic (MZ) concordant (both the index twin and co-twin had bipolar disorder), 12 pairs were MZ discordant (co-twin did not have bipolar disorder), 4 pairs were dizygotic (DZ) concordant, and 19 pairs were DZ discordant. Nine discordant co-twins (those without bipolar disorder) had other DSM-IV diagnoses: 7 had a major depressive disorder, 2 had schizophrenia, and 1 had a dissociative disorder. At the time of blood drawing, almost all patients were euthymic except for 4 patients who met the criteria for a depressive episode (Inventory for Depressive Symptomatology score >12). Seventeen index twins with bipolar disorder (8 MZ and 9 DZ) had also been included in our previous study.

Of the control twin pairs, 18 were MZ and 16 were DZ. The healthy control twins did not have an Axis I psychiatric disorder or an Axis II personality disorder. Furthermore, they had no first-degree relatives with a severe psychiatric disorder, such as schizophrenia, psychotic disorders, mood disorders, anxiety disorders, or substance use disorders. They were in self-proclaimed good health and free of any obvious medical illness for at least 2 weeks prior to blood drawing. The healthy controls did not use any psychotropic or other medication (apart from contraception hormonal therapy). The demographics of the twin pairs are summarized in **Table 1** and **Table 2**.

The medical ethical review committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht approved the studies. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants after a complete description of the study was given.

**LABORATORY METHODS**

**Zygosity Determination and Blood Collection and Preparation**

Zygosity was determined by DNA fingerprinting, using 9 to 11 high polymorphic microsatellite markers in the laboratory of the Division of Genetics, University Medical Center Utrecht. Blood was collected in a clotting tube for serum preparation (frozen and stored at −80°C) and in sodium-heparin tubes for immune cell preparation. From the heparinized blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cell suspensions were prepared using low-density gradient centrifugation (as described in detail before13) within 8 hours to avoid ex vivo activation of the monocytes. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were frozen in RPMI-1640 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri) with 25 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid and UltraGlutamine containing 10% fetal calf serum and 10% dimethylsulfoxide and stored in liquid nitrogen. This enabled us to store the samples in the hospital where the patients were seen and where the blood was drawn, to ship them deep-frozen to Rotterdam, and to test patient and control immune cells in the same series of experiments.

**Isolation of Monocytes**

CD14+ monocytes were isolated from frozen peripheral blood mononuclear cells from selected subjects (Table 1) using a magnetic cell-sorting system (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). The viability and purity of monocytes was more than 95% (determined by morphological screening after trypan blue staining and flow cytometry analysis).

**Quantitative PCR**

The RNA was isolated from monocytes using RNeasy columns (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). After extraction, the RNA concentration was determined and RNA was stored at −80°C until use.

To obtain complementary DNA for the Q-PCR, we used an extensively described, optimized protocol, as previously described.14 One microgram of RNA was reverse-transcribed using SuperScriptII (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) and random hexamers (Amersham Biosciences, Roosendaal, the Netherlands) for 50 minutes at 42°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Total (41 Pairs)</th>
<th>CC MZ (6 Pairs)</th>
<th>DC MZ (12 Pairs)</th>
<th>CC DZ (4 Pairs)</th>
<th>DC DZ (19 Pairs)</th>
<th>Total (34 Pairs)</th>
<th>MZ (18 Pairs)</th>
<th>DZ (16 Pairs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (range), y</td>
<td>42 (21-61)</td>
<td>36 (21-44)</td>
<td>41 (22-55)</td>
<td>43 (34-51)</td>
<td>43 (29-61)</td>
<td>42 (23-58)</td>
<td>40 (23-58)</td>
<td>44 (27-53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, No. (%)</td>
<td>56 (88)</td>
<td>8 (87)</td>
<td>18 (63)</td>
<td>6 (75)</td>
<td>24 (63)</td>
<td>53 (76)</td>
<td>30 (83)</td>
<td>23 (72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CC, concordant; DC, discordant; DZ, dizygotic; MZ, monozygotic.
Quantitative PCR was performed with Taqman Universal PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California). All Taqman probes and consensus primers were preformulated and designed by Applied Biosystems (eTable 1, available at http://www.archgenpsychiatry.com). Polymerase chain reactions were performed for 2 minutes at 50°C and 10 minutes at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C and 1 minute at 60°C. Polymerase chain reaction amplification of the reference gene \( ABL \) was performed for each sample to allow normalization between the samples. \( ABL \) was chosen as the reference gene because it was previously shown to be the most consistently expressed endogenous control in hematopoietic cells.23 The quantitative value obtained from Q-PCR is a cycle threshold (CT). The fold change values between different groups were determined from the normalized CT values (CT gene/reference gene, chosen as the \( ABL \)) by the \( 2^{-\Delta \Delta CT} \) method (2\(^{-\Delta \Delta CT}\), User Bulletin 2, Applied Biosystems) (eTable 2). To correct for interassay variance, we set the mean of the studied genes found in the healthy control index twins in the same assay for each gene to 1 (\( 2^{-\Delta \Delta CT} \) healthy control index twins = 0; 2\(^{-\Delta \Delta CT} \), 1). The fold change values of the genes in patient monocytes were expressed relative to this set mean of 1 in the healthy controls. These fold change values were used in the statistical methods described below.

### STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For the structural equation modeling approach, the statistical package Mx was used for analysis,16 and bivariate twin models were set up to describe the data. In these models, the variance of a certain trait (such as signature positivity or the covariance between 2 traits (such as signature positivity and bipolar disorder) can be due to additive genetic (A); common environmental (C), such as socioeconomic status and childhood diet; and/or unique environmental influences (E), eg, accidents (Figure). Identical (MZ) twins share all of their genes; therefore they correlate at 1 for additive genetic effects, whereas nonidentical twins (DZ) share on average only half of their genes and thus correlate at 0.5 for additive genetic effects. However, with regard to the shared environment, both MZ and DZ twin pairs correlate at 1. For example, parenting, exposure to infections, and diet are in most cases experienced the same for both MZ and DZ twins living together. In contrast, the correlations between unique environmental influences are modeled as 0, because they are by definition not shared between twins. This means that if a higher correlation for a certain trait is found in MZ twins than in DZ twins it must be due to genetic effects (because the correlation for environmental influences is the same in DZ and MZ twins), but if the same correlation (no 0) is found in MZ and DZ twin pairs, then it must be due to shared environment.

Bivariate twin modeling was used to estimate the magnitude of the effects of A, C, and E on signature positivity and its interdependence with bipolar disorder, which is expressed in parameter estimates a, c, and e, respectively. The relative contribution of A to the variance of signature positivity (univariate heritability) and to the covariance between bipolar disorder liability and signature positivity (bivariate heritability) was expressed as the percentage of genetic variance within total (co) variance. The univariate (narrow sense) heritability is calculated thusly: \( h^2_{\text{univariate}} = \frac{\text{Var A}}{\text{Var A} + \text{Var C} + \text{Var E}} \). The bivariate heritability is calculated with the equation \( h^2_{\text{bivariate}} = \frac{|\text{Cov A}|}{|\text{Cov A}| + |\text{Cov C}| + |\text{Cov E}|} \). Univariate and bivariate \( c^2 \) and \( e^2 \) are calculated in a similar way.

Prior to structural equation modeling, various correlations were determined in MZ and DZ twins: (1) cross-trait/within-twin correlations, which are called trait correlations (in our case, bipolar disorder with signature positivity within the same subject), (2) within-trait/cross-twin correlations, which are called twin correlations (signature positivity in the index twin and his or her co-twin in MZ and DZ twin pairs), and (3) cross-trait/ cross-twin correlations, which are called cross-correlations (bipolar disorder in the index twin and signature positivity of his or her co-twin and vice versa in MZ and DZ twin pairs). A significant trait correlation suggests a common etiologic influence on both traits. Significant twin correlations, or cross-correlations, imply that this common influence is familial.
Monozygotic and DZ twin correlation, or cross-correlation, ratios of 2:1 suggest that this influence is due to genetic effects (A), while ratios of 1:1 imply the effect of shared environment (C). A nonsignificant cross-correlation combined with a significant trait correlation means that the same genes influence both traits. By combining information from the cross-correlations, the parameter estimates were calculated and used to draw conclusions. The parameter estimate can be fixed at all the values in the CI without resulting in a significantly worse fit of the model (at $\alpha = .05$).

For the bivariate twin modeling liability threshold models were used, meaning that both affected and unaffected individuals have a liability to develop bipolar disorder and that a certain threshold was crossed a person has bipolar disorder and if not the person is considered healthy. However, since twin pairs in our sample were specifically selected for bipolar disorder, we could not estimate $h^2$, $c^2$, or prevalence in this sample. Hence, parameters were fixed to values that agree with the literature ($h^2 = 70\%$, $c^2 = 15\%$, prevalence = 1%).

For common environmental influences on bipolar disorder to detect a common environmentally mediated association between signature positivity and bipolar disorder. Fixing $h^2$, $c^2$, and prevalence to different values ($h^2 = 80\%$ or $60\%$, $c^2 = 25\%$ or $5\%$, prevalence = 0.5%) did not alter conclusions, though parameter estimates were slightly different (results available from corresponding author on request).

The Mx program cannot process dichotomous and continuous data together; therefore the monocyte gene-expression levels were categorized into a 5-category ordinal scale (approximately 20% per category). Overall, the data were slightly negatively skewed (except for PTGS2, ATF3, NAB2, and MAPK6). For a few genes, the distribution was significantly leptokurtic: IL6, PTX3, BCL2AI, EMP1, and MAPK6. However, because the data were transformed to an ordinal scale (quintiles), this had no effect on the results.

### PREVALENCE OF THE PDE4B-ASSOCIATED PRO-INFLAMMATORY MONOCYTE SIGNATURE

The pro-inflammatory PDE4B-associated signature appeared to be present—depending on the definition—in 20% to 41% of the presently studied bipolar index cases (Table 3). Signature positivity, PDE4B expression, and the fold change values of the separate signature genes of all twin groups are presented in Table 4 and eTable 2 and eTable 4. The correlation of the separate signature genes with each other is shown in the eFigure. In essence, these data confirm our previous data of a high prevalence of pro-inflammatory monocytes in singletons.
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ASSOCIATION OF BIPOLAR DISORDER WITH SIGNATURE POSITIVITY

We continued performing the specific twin statistical analysis on our twin data. Table 5 shows that the cross-trait/within-twin correlations (trait correlations) of the monocyte pro-inflammatory signature are significant, again illustrating that bipolar disorder is associated with the presence of the monocyte pro-inflammatory signature in this twin sample.

EFFECT OF GENES AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON SIGNATURE POSITIVITY

A familial effect on the presence of pro-inflammatory monocytes, as determined by signature positivity, is indicated by the significance of the within-trait/cross-twin correlations (twin-correlations, Table 5). This familial effect is most likely mainly due to shared environmental factors, which is suggested by the MZ and DZ twin correlation ratios approximating 1 (Table 5). The ACE modeling data presented in Table 6 also demonstrate that the variance of signature positivity is probably not caused by genetic effects ($h^2=0$%; 95% CI, 0%–44%) but is most likely due to shared environmental influences ($c^2=95$%; 95% CI, 53%–99%).

EFFECT OF GENES AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BIPOLAR DISORDER AND SIGNATURE POSITIVITY

The association of pro-inflammatory monocytes with bipolar disorder through a familial effect is indicated by the significance of the cross-trait/cross-twin correlations (cross-correlation, Table 5). This familial effect is probably mainly the result of shared environmental factors, which is suggested by the MZ and DZ cross-correlation ratios approximating 1 (Table 5). The ACE modeling data confirm the large contribution of common environment to the covariance between bipolar disorder and signature positivity; it is shown in Table 6 that $c^2$ must be at least 43% responsible for the association of signature positivity with bipolar disorder. This means that similar shared/common environmental factors influence the cooccurrence of bipolar disorder and signature expression.

ASSOCIATION OF BIPOLAR DISORDER WITH MESSENGER RNA EXPRESSION OF SEPARATE INFLAMMATORY SIGNATURE GENES

Analysis of the separate signature genes confirmed our and others’ findings. Table 5 shows that bipolar disorder is associated with aberrant messenger RNA expression levels of almost all signature genes tested (because of the significance of the trait correlations), except for NAB2.

EFFECT OF GENES AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON EXPRESSION OF SEPARATE INFLAMMATORY SIGNATURE GENES

In most genes, a familial effect was found on the expression of the separate signature genes (the twin correlations were significant, Table 5). For the entire signature, this effect was primarily due to common environment (MZ and DZ twin correlation ratios mostly approximated 1).

The separate signature gene expressions were fitted into an ACE model. The estimated heritabilities ($h^2$) and environmental variances ($c^2$ and $e^2$) of the gene-expression levels indicate that the variance of gene expression is, for most separate genes, explained by common environmental influences (Table 6). The additive genetic effect does not seem to explain much of the variance of the gene-expression levels.

EFFECT OF GENES AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BIPOLAR DISORDER AND MESSENGER RNA EXPRESSION IN SEPARATE SIGNATURE GENES

The familial effect seen on the association of bipolar disorder and most inflammatory signature genes is suggested to be shared environment, because the MZ and DZ cross-correlations ratios approximate 1. However, it must be noted that for some of the motility/chemotaxis genes (CCL2, CCL7, EMP1, and CDC42), the MZ cross-correlations are higher than the DZ cross-correlations (approximating a 2:1 ratio), suggesting that genetic effects influence the association of those particular genes with bipolar disorder.

Table 3. Presence of a PDE4B-Associated mRNA Signature in Bipolar Index Twins and Healthy Twin Pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature Definitions $^a$</th>
<th>Healthy Control Twins $^b$ (n=68)</th>
<th>MZ and DZ BD Index Twins (n=41)</th>
<th>$P$ Value$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDE4B positivity$^d$</td>
<td>13 (19)</td>
<td>17 (41)</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25% of genes positive</td>
<td>12 (18)</td>
<td>17 (41)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50% of genes positive</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>13 (32)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥75% of genes positive</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>8 (20)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BD, bipolar disorder; DZ, dizygotic; mRNA, messenger RNA; MZ, monozygotic.

$^a$ Various definitions are given depending on the percentage positives of the 19 genes that had been found statistically differentially expressed in those with BD compared with healthy controls (eTable 1).

$^b$ Healthy index twins as well as their co-twins were included in this analysis.

$^c$ Chi-squared Test. The analysis is also done treating signature expression as 1 fixed categorical variable (eTable 3).

$^d$ PDE4B positivity is defined as an mRNA expression 1 SD higher than the mean level found in the healthy controls. PDE4B is positive in all definitions.

Table 4. Concordance of PDE4B Expression in Monozygotic and Dizygotic Twins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twin Type</th>
<th>Twins CC for BD</th>
<th>Twins DC for BD</th>
<th>HC Twins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monozygotic</td>
<td>5 (83)</td>
<td>12 (100)</td>
<td>15 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizygotic</td>
<td>4 (100)</td>
<td>18 (95)</td>
<td>12 (75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BD, bipolar disorder; CC, concordant; DC, discordant; HC, healthy control.

$^a$ PDE4B positivity is defined as a messenger RNA expression 1 SD higher than the mean level found in the healthy controls.
The influence of $h^2$, $c^2$, and $e^2$ on the covariance of the separate genes with bipolar disorder is presented in Table 6. For the separate signature genes, it is difficult to assign either $h^2$, $c^2$, or $e^2$ as the predominant contributor, since the CIs are wide. However, it can be noted that for most genes, $h^2$ and/or $c^2$ must explain some of the covariance, whereas $e^2$ never reaches 100%. More information can be obtained from the analysis of signature expression levels combined into a signature. It is shown that common environment is the most important factor influencing the association of bipolar disorder with pro-inflammatory monocytes.

In addition, this study demonstrates that common environmental factors are the main contributing factors to the association of the pro-inflammatory monocytes with bipolar disorder. By using a bivariate model, we showed that of the total covariance between bipolar disorder and PDE4B-associated signature positivity, 94% (95% CI, 45%-100%) was due to shared common environment and not to genetic effects ($h^2=1$%; 95% CI, 0%-50%) or unique environmental factors ($e^2=5$%; 95% CI, 0%-24%).

Our study has limitations that need to be considered. First, because a shared common environment is such an important factor in explaining variance of signature expression, the question arises whether our experimental setup could be the shared environmental factor and if this could bias results. Though most blood drawing, blood processing, and experiments were done at the same time in twin pairs (the putative common shared environmental factor), we also had twin pairs who were handled separately in each step. The same high concordance rates were also observed in both the MZ and DZ twin pairs. Also, when we examined data from only 1 experiment (thus excluding experiment as a confounding factor), we saw the same results. Furthermore, “experiment” was included in the analysis as an independent variable, which excluded experimental setting as a confounding factor. We are therefore confident that the observed data are indeed explained by shared environmental factors other than the experimental setup.

### Table 5. Cross-Trait/Within-Twin, Within-Trait/Cross-Twin, and Cross-Trait/Cross-Twin Correlations on Signature Positivity and mRNA Expression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature Definition and mRNA Expression</th>
<th>Cross-Trait/Within-Twin</th>
<th>MZ Twins (36 Pairs)</th>
<th>DZ Twins (39 Pairs)</th>
<th>Cross-Trait/Cross-Twin</th>
<th>MZ Twins (36 Pairs)</th>
<th>DZ Twins (39 Pairs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expression of separate signature genes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| PDE4B                                    | 0.16 (0.04-0.27)
a     | 0.85 (0.69-0.92)
b   | 0.88 (0.76-0.94)c   | 0.16 (0.04-0.28)d   | 0.14 (0.01-0.28)d   |                     |
| IL6                                      | 0.27 (0.15-0.37)
b     | 0.85 (0.69-0.93)d   | 0.90 (0.77-0.95)d   | 0.20 (0.08-0.33)d   | 0.21 (0.08-0.33)d   |                     |
| IL1B                                     | 0.31 (0.20-0.41)
b     | 0.93 (0.67-0.91)d   | 0.90 (0.79-0.95)d   | 0.25 (0.13-0.37)d   | 0.22 (0.09-0.34)d   |                     |
| PTX3                                     | 0.22 (0.11-0.33)
b     | 0.77 (0.56-0.88)d   | 0.89 (0.78-0.94)d   | 0.24 (0.11-0.36)d   | 0.14 (0.01-0.27)d   |                     |
| PTGDS2                                   | 0.28 (0.16-0.38)b       | 0.62 (0.36-0.78)b   | 0.66 (0.40-0.80)b   | 0.22 (0.08-0.34)d   | 0.26 (0.11-0.39)b   |                     |
| TNF                                      | 0.22 (0.10-0.33)c       | 0.82 (0.65-0.91)d   | 0.84 (0.68-0.92)d   | 0.20 (0.07-0.32)d   | 0.19 (0.06-0.32)d   |                     |
| TNFAIP3                                  | 0.28 (0.17-0.39)e       | 0.81 (0.63-0.90)d   | 0.80 (0.63-0.89)d   | 0.21 (0.08-0.33)d   | 0.15 (0.02-0.28)d   |                     |
| Chemokinesis/motility                    |                        |                     |                     |                        |                     |                     |
| CCL2                                     | 0.25 (0.13-0.36)
b     | 0.69 (0.46-0.82)d   | 0.58 (0.29-0.76)d   | 0.23 (0.09-0.35)d   | 0.10 (0.00-0.24)d   |                     |
| CCL7                                     | 0.21 (0.10-0.32)c       | 0.84 (0.68-0.92)d   | 0.72 (0.52-0.84)d   | 0.24 (0.11-0.35)d   | 0.15 (0.01-0.29)d   |                     |
| CCL20                                    | 0.29 (0.17-0.39)c       | 0.82 (0.65-0.91)d   | 0.88 (0.76-0.94)e   | 0.25 (0.12-0.37)d   | 0.20 (0.08-0.33)d   |                     |
| CXCL2                                    | 0.25 (0.14-0.36)e       | 0.84 (0.69-0.91)d   | 0.76 (0.57-0.87)d   | 0.27 (0.14-0.39)b   | 0.22 (0.08-0.35)d   |                     |
| CCR2                                     | -0.14 (-0.27 to -0.02)d | 0.48 (0.01-0.74)d   | 0.54 (0.24-0.73)d   | -0.26 (-0.42 to -0.07)d | -0.19 (-0.33 to -0.04)d |                     |
| CDC42                                    | 0.16 (0.04-0.27)        | 0.62 (0.41-0.78)d   | 0.58 (0.30-0.75)d   | 0.12 (-0.01 to 0.28)c | 0.05 (-0.09 to 0.20)c |                     |
| Cell survival/apoptosis                  |                        |                     |                     |                        |                     |                     |
| BCL2A                                    | 0.24 (0.12-0.34)        | 0.58 (0.29-0.76)d   | 0.71 (0.49-0.84)d   | 0.19 (0.05-0.32)d   | 0.23 (0.09-0.37)d   |                     |
| EMP1                                     | 0.14 (0.03-0.25)        | 0.71 (0.48-0.84)d   | 0.64 (0.37-0.79)d   | 0.10 (-0.04 to 0.23)c | 0.04 (-0.10 to 0.18)c |                     |
| Mapk pathway                             |                        |                     |                     |                        |                     |                     |
| DUSP2                                    | 0.19 (0.08-0.30)        | 0.53 (0.26-0.72)d   | 0.51 (0.13-0.72)d   | 0.14 (0.00-0.28)d   | 0.17 (0.02-0.32)d   |                     |
| ATF3                                     | 0.22 (0.11-0.33)        | 0.54 (0.24-0.72)d   | 0.53 (0.22-0.72)d   | 0.14 (0.00-0.28)d   | 0.19 (0.04-0.34)d   |                     |
| NAB2                                     | 0.00 (−0.12 to 0.11)c   | 0.62 (0.35-0.78)d   | 0.74 (0.54-0.86)d   | -0.08 (-0.21 to 0.05)c | -0.09 (-0.22 to 0.05)c |                     |
| MAPK6                                    | 0.33 (0.22-0.44)        | 0.90 (0.79-0.95)d   | 0.85 (0.72-0.92)d   | 0.33 (0.21-0.44)     | 0.25 (0.12-0.37)    |                     |

**Abbreviations:** DZ, dizygotic; mRNA, messenger RNA; MZ, monozygotic.

*a* Significant at $p \leq 0.05$, uncorrected for multiple comparison (95% confidence interval does not include 0).

*b* Significant at $p \leq 0.05$, Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparison (99.7% confidence interval does not include 0).

*c* Nonsignificant.

**COMMENT**

This study points to common environmental factors as the main contributing factors to the pro-inflammatory state of monocytes. By applying structural equation modeling, we demonstrated (by univariate analysis) that of the total variance for PDE4B-associated signature positivity, 95% (95% CI, 53%-99%) could be explained by shared environmental factors.
Second, various confounding factors, such as medication use, smoking, and physical exercise, could have affected our data. We corrected for the most important confounding factor, lithium treatment, as lithium is known to have immune-modulating effects and is capable of influencing gene expression. This analysis did not alter results or conclusions. Because a relatively low number of subjects were without lithium treatment, this analysis is sensitive to outliers. Therefore, we have chosen to report the more conservative non-lithium-corrected analyses (lithium-corrected data in eTable 5 and eTable 6). Unfortunately, we could not correct for the other mentioned possible confounding factors, as that information was not available.

Third, concordance in this study was defined as the co-twin having bipolar disorder. However, some of the co-twins had a broader psychiatric phenotype (7 had a major depressive disorder, 2 had schizophrenia, and 1 had a dissociative disorder). We repeated the analysis, treating the 10 discordant twins with a broader psychiatric phenotype as concordant. This kind of analysis did not change our results or conclusions (eTable 7 and eTable 8). Fourth, data on protein expression would have strengthened our results, yet it is our experience that the gene-expression signatures in monocytes correlate with the serum cytokine levels, yet the latter are less sensitive and precise than the signature test. Fifth, it should also be noted that the 19 signature genes tested might only form part of a more extensive molecular pro-inflammatory system in the monocytes of bipolar patients. Nevertheless, most of the tested genes clearly indicate an environmental dependence. Lastly, although our bipolar disorder twin sample is, as far as we know, the largest studied to date, it is still not large enough to make definite conclusions.

Theoretically, the correlation between bipolar disorder and pro-inflammatory monocytes can be explained in 4 ways. First, bipolar disorder itself induces the pro-inflammatory state of monocytes (eg, the stressful state of the illness might induce monocyte activation). Second, the pro-inflammatory monocytes cause mood disorders independently from each other (eg, patients and their family members are present in an infectious/stressful environment that affects both their monocyte systems as well as their brains). Fourth, it is possible that there are 2 unrelated underlying factors shared in the environment, one leading to monocyte activation and the other to bipolar disorder (eg, 2 separate infections due to a common shared environmental factor, eg, a deprived condition, one leading to monocyte activation and the other to bipolar disorder). Because our data demonstrate that the pro-inflammatory state of the monocytes is mainly explained by a shared environmen-

<p>| Table 6. Estimated Influences of Additive Genetic (h²), Common (c²), and Unique (e²) Environmental Factors on Monocyte Gene Expression Signature and the Association Between Monocyte Gene Expression Signature and Bipolar Disorder |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Sources of Variance on Signature Positivity/mRNA Expression Irrespective of Disease, % (95% CI) | Sources of Covariance Between Bipolar Disease and Signature Positivity/mRNA Expression, % (95% CI) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h²</th>
<th>c²</th>
<th>e²</th>
<th>Bivariate h²</th>
<th>Bivariate c²</th>
<th>Bivariate e²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDE4B</td>
<td>0 (0-24)</td>
<td>87 (64-92) b</td>
<td>13 (7-23) b</td>
<td>0.16 (0.00-0.31) a</td>
<td>15 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL1B</td>
<td>1 (0-19)</td>
<td>86 (67-92) a</td>
<td>13 (7-23) b</td>
<td>0.31 (0.15-0.45) b</td>
<td>21 (0-98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL6</td>
<td>0 (0-24)</td>
<td>87 (64-93) b</td>
<td>13 (6-23) b</td>
<td>0.27 (0.11-0.41) b</td>
<td>0 (0-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX3</td>
<td>0 (0-34)</td>
<td>81 (64-90) a</td>
<td>16 (9-27) b</td>
<td>0.22 (0.06-0.37) b</td>
<td>56 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTGS2</td>
<td>0 (0-46)</td>
<td>64 (23-78) b</td>
<td>35 (21-53) b</td>
<td>0.27 (0.12-0.41) b</td>
<td>10 (0-37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>2 (0-20)</td>
<td>83 (51-91) b</td>
<td>17 (8-29) b</td>
<td>0.22 (0.06-0.37) b</td>
<td>4 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNFAIP3</td>
<td>3 (0-42)</td>
<td>79 (43-88) b</td>
<td>19 (9-31) b</td>
<td>0.28 (0.12-0.43) b</td>
<td>41 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell survival/apoptosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCL2A1</td>
<td>0 (0-34)</td>
<td>65 (34-78) b</td>
<td>34 (21-52) b</td>
<td>0.24 (0.08-0.37) b</td>
<td>17 (0-41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMP1</td>
<td>16 (0-75)</td>
<td>56 (01-79) a</td>
<td>29 (15-49) b</td>
<td>0.14 (0.02-0.30) b</td>
<td>67 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPK6</td>
<td>11 (0-39)</td>
<td>52 (29-91) b</td>
<td>10 (4-21) b</td>
<td>0.34 (0.18-0.48) b</td>
<td>46 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Cl, confidence interval; mRNA, messenger RNA.

aSignificant at α = .05, uncorrected for multiple comparison (95% CI does not include 0).
bSignificant at α = .05, Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparison (99.7% CI does not include 0).
tal factor, while it is known from literature that bipolar disorder itself is heritable for 60% to 85%, we can use the patterns of cross-twin/cross-trait correlations (cross-correlations) to falsify some of these theoretical explanations.\textsuperscript{21} If bipolar disorder itself was responsible for the monocyte activation, the observed MZ and DZ cross-correlation ratios should approximate 0.5, because genes are very important for bipolar disorder itself (and not for signature expression). Therefore, because DZ twins share only half of their genes, their observed correlation should be less than that in MZ twins. However, in our study the MZ and DZ cross-correlation ratios approximate 1. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that bipolar disorder is not a causative factor for monocyte activation. Regarding the other 3 explanations (whether pro-inflammatory monocytes cause bipolar disorder or whether a separate underlying factor influences both bipolar disorder as well as the monocyte or both separately), our data do not provide a solution.

It must be noted that this strong effect of common environment did not apply to all genes in the signature. Some of the genes (CCL2, CCL7, EMP1, and CDC42) were clearly influenced by genetic factors, and interestingly in a previous study,\textsuperscript{22} we found that CCL2, CCL7, EMP1, and CDC42 belong to a separate subcluster of motility/chemotaxis and adhesion genes, which are—though weaker—correlated with the core inflammatory genes (such as PDE4B, the cytokines, and inflammatory compounds). It is tempting to speculate that the expression of this subcluster of genes in monocytes is more under the control of genetic factors and that common environmental factors play a minor role.

There is a multitude of environmental factors that can act as shared environmental factors associated with both bipolar disorder and pro-inflammatory monocyte activation. Various chronic infections, such as infections with Toxoplasma gondii,\textsuperscript{23} herpes simplex virus, Cytomegalovirus, Borna virus,\textsuperscript{24,25} influenza,\textsuperscript{26} and rubella,\textsuperscript{27} have been described as being associated with psychiatric diseases. Some of these microbes are known as good stimulators of monocytes, e.g., T gondii. It is thought that infections with these microbes can be introduced in early youth via prenatal exposure\textsuperscript{28,29} or via household crowding.\textsuperscript{30}

One of the next possible common environmental factors is stress. Increasing amounts of evidence suggest that an early exposure to stress is a risk factor for psychopathology. There is a large body of literature showing that maternal prenatal stress leads to altered set points in the immunoneuroendocrine system of the offspring and a later development of various depressive behavioral problems.\textsuperscript{31-33} Stress experienced later in life is also able to influence the immune system as well as mood disorder development.\textsuperscript{34-36} Apart from infections and stress, diet, in particular a diet insufficient in specific nutrients (such as ω-3 fatty acids), is another set of possibly shared environmental factors linking bipolar disorder with the immune system.\textsuperscript{37-39}

In conclusion, our twin study shows that common environmental factors are most likely responsible for the pro-inflammatory monocyte activation seen in bipolar disorder. When acting on a susceptible genetic background, the environmentally induced pro-inflammatory monocyte activation can be seen as a factor precipitating disease.
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